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TS 185875 

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

23 July 1965 

SNIE 10-9-65: COMMUNIST .AND FREE WORLD P.EACTIONS TO A 
POSSIBLE US COURSE OF ACTION 

THE PROBLFM 

To estimate foreign reactions, particularly those of the 

Communist powers, to a specified US course of action with 

respect to Vietnam. 

ASSUMPrIONS 

(Continued ... ) 

For purposes of this estimate, we assume that the US d.ecides 

to increase its forces in South Vietnam to about 175,000 by 

1 November. We further 'assume related decisions to call up 

about 225,000 reserves, to extend tours of duty at the rate of 

20,000 a month, to increase the regular strength of the ar.med 

services by 400,000 over the next year, and to double draft calls. 

T 9 I 
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(Continued ... ) 

"P~ 

We further assume (a) that the increase in forces 'Would be 

a~com:panied by statements rei.terating our object,ives and our 

readiness for unconditional discuDsions, (b) that US forces would 

be deployed so that no major grouping threatened or appeared to 

threaten the 1.7tb Parall.e~, and (c) that we might e1 ther continue 

present policy with regard to air strikes or extend these strikes 

in North Vietnam to include attacks on land (but not sea) lines , 

of communication from South Cbina* and. military targets in the 

Hanoi-Haiphong area. 

THE ESTlMATE 

1. Communists and non·Communists alike would see in the 

increased US mllitary involvement in Vietnam a strong indication 

that the US saw l.ittle hope of early negotiations. This would be 

particularly true if, at the same time, the US extended its air 

operations in North Vietnam. 

* See Annex for a discussion and map of both lSnd and 
current sea routes from China to North Vietnam. 
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(Continued ... ) 

liel~ 

I. VIEr CONG AND DRV REACTIONS 

2. At present the Viet Cong (VC) and North Vietnamese· (mv) 

leaders appear confident that their course in South Vietnam 

promises ultimate and possibly early success without important 

concessions on their :part. They seem to believe that they can 

aChieve a series of local military successes which, sooner or later, 

wUl bring victory through a combination of a deteriorating South 

Vietnamese army (ARVN) morale and effectiveness, a collapse at 

anti-Crnnnn1Dist government in SaigoD, and an exhaustion of the US 

will to persist. 

3. We do not believe that inauguration of the US actions , 

here assumed woul.d basically alter these a~c1;nt1ons. The VO 

and the DRV' probably have come to expect increased US commit

ments, end they probably believe that the VO, with increased 

North Vietnamese assistance, can find ways to of:f'set the effect 

of larger US fOl'ces. Nor do we think that the c .. TllorJa·ion of a1r 

attacks to military targets in the Hanoi and Ha.i:phong area would 

significantly injure the VC ability to persevere in the South 
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or persuade the Hanoi Govem.'lent that the price of persisting 

was unacceptably high. * 

(Continued ... ) 

4. If the extension of air attacks were to include sustained 

interdiction of land 1ines of c~ication 1eadins from South 

Ch1na, those actions lrould obviously malte the de1ivery of Sqrlet 

and Chinese aid more difficult and costly, and would have a.;, 

* The Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, USAF, disagrees 
wi th the judgment made in this para.graph and would substitute 
the following: "3. We believe that inauguration of the US 
actions here assumed, lThich em;phasize US willingness and 
detemination to become more dee:p4r involved in combat: 
operations in the South and el1m1nate the concept of an 

- area. • sanctuary' in North Vietnmt, has a rcuGotlflble chance' 
of ba.sic~ a.l.tering the COI!I!l1lUlists' short-term expecUlt1ons. 
UhUe the Vc and the IlRV probably have come to expect sane 
additional US commitments, and they probably believe that 
the ve, with increaseQ North Vietnamese assistance, c~ find 
'-taYs to offset the effect of larger US forces, such coqridence 
could be quite quickly undermined by effectively ~ded US 
can bat operations. Extension of air attacks to military 
targets in the Hanoi and Haiphong area.s would pose the .,added 
threat that urban/industrial targets tlisht be next. The 
sele~t1ve and limited nature of US bombing target selections 
to date may have led Hanoi seriously to underestimate the ex
tant of US detem1nation to exert the power necessary ito force 
discontinuance of DRV support for the VC. US military actions 
resulting f'rol:l the aS5umed program: could well pereuade.the 
Hanoi Government that the price of persisting ,res becool.1ng 
unacceptably high." 
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(Continued ... ) 

serious impact on the l1m1ted industrial sector of the DBV 

general econOll\Y. It would still not have a critical impact 

on the Oommunist determination to persevere and. would not, at 

least for the sbort term, seriously 1mpa1r VC capabilities in 

South Vietnam. 

5. If I 1n addition, POL targets in the Hanoi-Haiphong. area 

were destroyed by air attacks, the DRV's ability to provide trans

potation for the general. economy would be severely reduced.. It 

would also complicate their military logistics. If addit1o~1 

PAW forces were employed in South Vietnam on a scale sufficient 

to counter increased US troop strength, this would substantially 

increase the amount of supplies needed in the South. The VC also 

depend on supplies from the North to maintain their present level 

of large-scale operations. The accumulated strains of a prOl.onged 

curtailment of supplies received from North Vietnam would obviously 

have an impact on the Communist effort in the South. They would 

certa1nly inhibit and might even prevent an increase in large-scale 

VC military activity, though they would probably not force airy 

sign1f'1cant reduction in VC terrorist tactics of harassment and 

sabotage. !rhese strains" partlcularl,Jr if they produced a serlou.s 

check in the ~evelopment of VC capabilities for lBrge-scale 

(mUlti-battalion) operations m1ght lead the DRV to consider 
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(Continued ... ) 

negot1at10ns.* But the final dec1sion on Whether to seek 

negotiations would depend to a great extent on political 

developments in tbe Indochina area and elsewhere, and on the 

actual course of combat in South Vietnam. 

6. In response to the US program, the Canmunists wou1d 

almost certainly undertake measures to increase their own 

strength in South Vietnam for a higher level of struggle. They 

are already augmenting VC units and dispatching additional PAW 

forces to South Vietnam; the assumed US actions would probably 

result in a speeding up o'f this pl'Ocess. By the end of 1965, 

the total of PAVN regulars in organized. units in South Vietnam 

could reach 20,000 to 30,000 men. Although the Communists are 

aware of the dangers o'f concentrating their troops in large 

numbers, they might, during the next 'few months, attempt major 

assaults against GVN forces and positions, seeking to shatter 

AHVN before the increased weight of: US strength could be brought 

to bear. 

* Tiie DIrector of Intelligence and Research, for the Department 
of State, and the Assistant Chief o'f Staff for Intell1g~nce, 
Department o'f the Army, believe that in spite of greater;: damage 
and harasmnent caused by sustained air attack on lines of 
communication (:ooe) and other targets, the capacities oi"DRV 

II 
and. Laos LOC are, suft'icient to pemit support of the war in 
South Vietnam at ,the scale envisaged in this estimate. other 
significant factors supportins this position are the 1mpossi
billty of doing irreparable damage to LOC capacity; demonstrated 
Communist logistic resourcefulness and abil1ty to move large 
amounts of war material long distances over difficult terrain 
by primitive means; and the difficulty of detecting, let alone 
stopping, sea infiltration. 
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.... i£8.·~ 

7. In coping with larger US forces employed in Q more 

aggresoive fashion, we believe that the Viet Cong would seek ~o 

avoid the kind of engagement a which risked a serious Communist 

defeat. Instead, thqy would probably concentrate on harassments 

intended to bleed and humiliate US forces, trapping and destroy

ing isolated units where possible. At Q minimum, the Communists 

would almost certainly continue present efforts to cut land 

communication lines and ~lOuld step up the dispatch of smoll, 

expendable teams on sabotage and assassination missions designed 

to make the US look impotent or foolish. The Communists might 

also seck to increase their activities in Laos. 

8. OVer the longer run, the Communists' strategy will 

depend upon the actual course of combat and their estimates of 

South Vietnomese stability ond US will to persist. They are 

predisposed to attach grent weight to signa of disintegration 

in Saigon and to manifestations of domestic US opposition to 

Administration policies. These boost·populor morale on the 

Communist side and reinforce the leadership's conviction that 

Communist staying power is inherently superior. 

9. Should future military end political develqpments 

bring this conviction into serious doubt, the DRV might express 
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(Continued ... ) 

.. 0 fl- S4EJ C B- F.-T 
.. -

increased interest in negotiations. However, they would end~avor 

to preserve their own freedom of action wh1~e ~Ofing inhibitions 

on u~/GVN militO-~ operations, hoping to promote disarray in 

Saigon and encourage US opinion in favor of withdrO'WQl. 

10. Faced with the buildup outlined in our assumptions, 

the DRV would probably request more air defense equipment from 

the USSR, including SAMe, fighters I technicians, and perhaps 

pilots, particularly if US air attacks were expanded. From the 

Chinese, Bonoi 'Would probably request more radar equipment, anti-

aircraft artillery,. and technicians in addition to a further 

increase in shipments of infantry arms and ammWlition. Honoi 

misht olso request China (and, perhaps, North Korea) to furnish 

aircraft and pU.ots. In general, hmlever, we believe that Hanoi 

would wish to mcintain some limits on, and a rough balance 

between, Soviet and Chinese personnel. 

11. Dcpl~nts on the scole here assumed would. couse the 

DRV some concern about US invasion. This would be true even if 

us forces took up pOSitions '\oThich were not suggestive of on 

invasion. We believe, hm~ever, that the DRV would not react to 

this concern by requesting the introduetion of Chin~e combat 

forces. It probably would make such a request only if actual 

invasion seemed c~eorly tmminent. 
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II. CHINESE C~ST :REACTIONS 

12. The Chinese aro probably even more convinced than the 

Vietnamese Communists that if the DRV/VC remoin firm, in the. end 

the US will be wholly defeated in Vietnom.. Renewed US determina

tion, evidenced by the buildup assumed in this estimate, would 

give the Chinese some pause but, in our view, not much. They 

'Would believe that the US measures were sufficient only to 

postpone defeat ~hile magnifying its eventual effect. 

13. We do not believe that the Chinese would react to the 

assumed US moves including the present 1evcl of air attacks, by. 

overtly interven1r~ in the military struggle with combat farces. 

They are already stepping up their military aSSistance, including 

the 1ntroduction of some rear service elements· into North Vietnam, 

and 'WOuld g1 ve more aid if requested by the DRV. Moreover, 

the.y would try to increase alarm among non-Communists, especially 

the US public, by intensifying t.heir propaganda and reiterating 

their willingness to occept hostilities if ottacked by the US. 

Tbey would probably continue to strengthen their forces in South 

China ond might toke some further overt steps toward mobillzotion • 
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14. If air strikcs wc~e cxtended to the Banoi-Hoiphongarca 

and particularly to lines of communicc.tion: from South Ch:lna, :ithe 
, 

chances of Ch:tnesc Com.unist air intervention from Chinese bosos 

would increase. This would particuJ.arJ.y be true if the air s,trikes 

were effective in cutting the main roads and rail lines overwhicb 

the principal supplies ore moving.· While we believe the Chi9:ese 

would be reluctant to engage the US in on air war or to risk US 

retaliation against Chinese militOl"Y installations, we consi~er 
I' 

the chances ore about even that Chinese aircraft would deliberately 
II 

I... 'I: 

.engage the US over North Vietnam from bases within China. We do 

not believe, however, that this would lead to greatly increased 

Chinese Communist partiCipation in the conflict. In any case, if 

large numbers of US aircraft were operating close to the frontiers 
" 

* of Chino the likelihood of hostile encounters would be high. ,: 

15. If, in the circumstances described in paragraph 9, the 

Viet Cong and the DRV at Gome point wished to move toward negoti

ations, on important divergence might open up between Hunoi rind 

Peiping. The Chinese ore themselves not suffering direct mdlitar,y 

damage and they fear that negotiations would give the USSR a 

chnnce to increase its role in Vietnam. Thus they would exert 

strong pressures to dissuade the DRV from entering into negotiations. 

* Footnotes of dissent from this paragraph a~eor on the next page. 
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(Continued ... ) 

* The Director, Defense Intelligence Agency; Assistant Chief 
of Staff for Intelligence, Department of the Army; Assistant 
Chief of Naval Operations (Intelligence); Assistant Chief of 
Staff, Intelligence, USAF; and the Director of NBA, do not. 
agree with the judgment expressed in this paragraph. They 
believe that it should read as follows: "If air strikes 
were extended to the Banoi-Haiphong area and particularly 
to lines of communication from South China, the chances 
of Chinese Communist air intervention from Chinese bases 
would increase. Nevertheless, we believe the Chinese would 
be reluctant to en~ge the US in an air war or to risk US 
retaliation against Chinese military installations. We 
therefore consider it unlikely that Chinese aircraft would 
deliberately engage the US over North Vietnam from bases 
wi thin China." 

The Director of Intelligence and Research, Department or 
State, believes that the chances are better than even that 
Chinese aircraft would deliberately engage the US under 
these circumstances. Even if air engagements were accidental 
they wOUld have extremely dangerous repercussions and if 
they were deliberate they could not fBil to lead to a 
wider war. . 

.. loa .. 
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(Continued ... ) 

III. SOVIET REACTIONS 

16. The USSR hopes for an eventual Communist victory in South 

Vietnam, but it is more conscious than Peiping ond Hanoi of the 

larger military risks. Moreover, the USSR mmts to mointoin CY:r 

improve its influence over the DRV and in the vorld Communist 

movement generally; it does not wish the kind of Communist victory 

which \10uld magnify the prestige and power of China. Unlike 

Peiping and Hanoi, Moscow is concerned with minimizing damage to 

Eas~-West relations. In this Situation, the USSR prefers a 

course of negotiations1but it cannot offord to appear laggard in 

supporting the DRV, and it is deepening its commitment to 

H£moi's cause. 

1.1. In the circumstances outlined in O~J:r assUIIq)tions, 'We 

believe that the USSR would see no alternati vo to continued support 

of the DRV and further expansion of its military aid. It would 

thus be likel.y to gr~t Q DRV request for additional air defense 

equipment and personnel. It l-lould probably feel. compellE;ld to 

comply promptly m th DRV requests to replace air defense equtpment 

destroyed by US attacks in the Hanoi orea. The Soviet aid pro

gram might be hampered by Chinese restrictions on transit rights. 

- 11 -
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I (Continued ... ) 

.. 
18. The USSR 'Would probably indicate that, if the US remoins 

unyielding in Vietnam, it faces trouble elsewhere in the 'World, aB, 

for example, in Berlin. We do not think, however, that Moscow 

'Would confront us 'With Q maJor challenge. Nor jo we believe that 

the SoViets 'Would wish to foreclose the possibility of negotiations 

at some future stage; indeed, they would probably 'Work to keep 

this possibility olive on both Sides. 

19. We believe that the US deCisions considered here would 

produce important reactions in general Soviet policy. Moscow 

would olmost c~rtainly borden its general stance toward the US. 

For example, although the Soviets hove agreed to renewed disarma

ment talks, portly in order to check the deterioration ,in East

West relations, the assumed US course in Vietnam would probably 

lead them to devote the talks entirely to attacks on the US or 

even to breok them otf. 

20. The assumed moves wou1d carry total US mili tory man

power above the 2.8-2.9 million total 'Which we estimate tor the 

USSR; they would also imply a reversal of the downward trend in US 

military spending 'Which Koaygin Cited in justifying the 1965 

reduction in the overt Soviet militor,y budget. We believe that 

- 12 -
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(Continued ... ) 

the USSR's declared poli~ of restraining or even reducing mili

tary expenditures has been under attack by military spokesmen ,in 

recent months and is the subject of debate within the collect~ve 

lcadcrsbip. It is likely thnt the US moves, P~U6 the worsCDir:!8 of 

general Soviet-US relations, would strengthen the position of 

those arguing fora~ditio~ military appropriations. In these 

circumstances, the USSR probably would respond with on overt 

increase in its own military spending. 

IV. NON-COMMUNIST REACTIONS 

21. Most non-Communist nations have already realized that the 

US, already heavily engaged in South Vietnam, is likely to increase 

its commitment if necessary. The measures here considered would 

nevertheless cause rising alarm because, in combination with 

Communist statements in response, they would revive and fortifY 

fears of increased cold-wo:r tensions and even of Q much larger 

wore This might mnke some governments more reluctant to give public 

support to US policy, particularly governments in political diffi

culty, e.g., the UK, Canada, ond Norway. Significant extenSion of 

bombing in North Vietnam would increase apprehension in these 

countries. OVer the longer run, however, the more' important re

actions will depend on the subsequent course of the conflict. 

- 13 -
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(Continued ... ) 

22. In non-Communist Asia, Japan offers the most serious 

problem. We believe the Sato government 't-lOuld maintain its 

policy of supporting US policy in spite of howls fram the press 

and opposition forces. Sato's position vrould be made much more 

dif:f'1cul.t, hOl"ever .. if OkinavTa or especially Japan "Tere to 

become a greatly expanded conduit for support of' US forces in 

Vietnam, or if it appeared that China l'IaS about to become 

involved in the fighting. India lrould deplore increased bombing 

of the DRV but trould other;-Tise continue its position of public 

questioning and private acquiescence in US actions in South 

Vietnam. Pakistan, hoping to continue to receive hn~rican aid 

l-Thile remaining on ~od terms l-r1th China., "'auld reaffirm its 

neutrality and its noninvolvement in Vietnam. 

V. REACTIONS TO THE MODE OF ANNOUNCElvlENT 

23. If the announcements 't-Tere made in piecemeal fashion and 

wi th no more high level emphasis than necessary.. the development 

or a crisiS atmosphere might be mitigated. It is also possible 

that private assurances to the USSR that the US increase in 

overall military strmlgth was directed solely toward the situation 

in Vietnam; and not meant to improve the US posit~.on vis-a-vis 
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(Continued ... ) 

the Soviets, might soften the tone of the Soviet response. This 

avoidance of strident recriminations might in turn decrease same-

~.,hat the negative reaction of non-Communist countries. We 

believe, however, that the reactions of the Communist powers, 

particularly in the military field, would not be basically 

changed by the method of a.nnouncement. We also believe tbat 

there would still be increased a.pprehension among non-Communist 

countries. 
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"P~ 

LAND TRANSPORTATION: RAIL 

1. The North V1etl~ccc rail syotcn 10 meter gouge. Tho 

t·uo rail lineo 'which COlUlcct thc railroads ot North Vietnam with 

thoce of Coacuniot Chino ore the coot ioportant logiotic linkD 

for the t:lOV'1r.l.Cl1t pf mili tory oupplico trom COtlLluuiot Chino to,. 

North ViotnQ1!l. The min route -- Hnnoi to Dong DocS -- conllects 

'1ith the ChincDc standard-gouge not'nork at Ping-hsiallg in ~o.ngai 

Province, '\lherc cargo io then tranoloodcd. The Hanoi-Leo Cai 
, 'I 

route continueD aD a ncter-gaugc line into China 0 Yunnan Province 

tcrt:11noting neor Kunming. Thio is K1ll1I!ling'::; only roil connection 

"1i th the main rail oyotcn of Chiua. The railroad fl'Ot!l Haiphong 

to Honoi ia 1r.Iportnnt because l:JD.iphong 10 the raain port of North 

ViotnOtl. 

2. North VietnOI!l is ahort of roiling stock, with about 

120 locomotives and 1,800 freight CorD, and a small number of 

petroleum tank cara. Addi tional meter- gouge rolling' stock and 

locomotives could be obt.ained quickly only from Yul:man Province 

"There the supply is not large. 
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(Continued ... ) 

3. The maximum capac! ty ot each ot th ~ rail routeEJ to China 

is about 3,000 metric tons per day each v1BY, but the lJB.noi-_~ng 

Dang line is the more important for the mOvellent of' military 

supplies because it provides a link with the rail system of 

all of China. Some of the vulnerable points ('n this line are 

the bridge over the Song Cau about 20 miles nOltheast' of' Banoi, 

the bridge over the Red River in Hanoi itself, £,nd the' bridge 

over the canal des Rapides about 6 miles northeast of' Hanoi. 

Some of the vuln,erable pOints on the Hanoi-lao Cai rail route, 

are the bridge over the Song to (Claire) River about 50 miles 

northwest of Hanoi, the bridge about 7 miles southeast of Vinh 

Yen, and a bridge over the Nam S1 River at the border with 

Communist China. 

I.AND TRANSPORTATION: ROAD 

4. The capacity of all roads leading to Hanoi from KWangst 

Province is about 2,300 metric tons a day during the dry season, 

and 650 metric tons a day during the wet season. The most 

,importallt is highway Route lA, which runs generally parallel to 

the Hanoi-Dong IBng railroad line. The limiting section of this 

road has a capacity of about 1,000 metric tons per ,day during the 

dry season and about 300 metric tons during the wet season. There 

are alternate, but longer, road systems through Mong Cai Bnd 

- A2 -
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(Continued ... ) 

Cao :Bang. There is only one through road between Hanoi and Lao 

Ca1. This road MS a limiting section With a capacity of only 

500 metric tons per day during the dry season and is not capable 

of supporting truck traffic during the wet season. Another road 

west of the Hanoi-Lao Cai rail line also connects Yunnan Province 

with Hanoi. The capacity of the limiting section of th1s road 

is about 550 metric tons per day during the dry season and 100 

metric tons during the wet season. The most important single 

target for disrupting road traffic is the Daumer bridge across 

the Red River in Hanoi. 

:mLAIm WATER ROUTES 

5. The Red River could be used to supplement other means of 

trans~ort from Yunnan Province, particular~y during the wet season 

when road capacities are reduced. 

SEA ROUTES 

6. North Vietnam's only major port, at Haiphong, is rail 

served and has relatively modern cargO-handling facilities. Two 

secondary ports at Cam Pha and Hon Gai are well €quipped to handle 

the export of coal from nearby mines, but have very limited facilities 

for handling other types of cargo and are not connected to Nortb 

Vietnam's rail system. 

- A3 -
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(Continued ... ) 

!J:d'~ 

7. The bulk of ocean..,go1ng traffic from Chino to Nort~ 
.., I 

Vietnam originates at Canton, Swatml, Fort Bayard, and ports on 

Hoinan Islond. In addition, there ore approximately 900 motor

powered and 4,800 sailing junks operating in the coastal waters 

of southern China and the adjacent northern coasts of North Vietnam. 

If one-third of the available junks were devoted to supplying goods 

to North Vietnnm, they would be capable of transporting on 

estimo.ted 570,000 tons annually. These sho.llow-dro.f't croft would 

not require port facilities for ott-loading, but could discharge 

cargoes over the beach. This type of trnffic, which could m~ve 

close to shore, would be difficult to det~et and intercept. .Such 

cargoes would, of course, be limited to items which could be 

easily handled by these methods. 
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